
CASE STUDY

OVERVIEW

Weak antivirus systems leave remote
devices vulnerable to threats

Incidents would
take hours of IT
and user time

Malwarebytes used  
technology layers to  

address advanced threats

Remote users not logged  
onto the company network

are still protected

Challenges
• Highly mobile workforce makes it hard for company to  

protect endpoints

• Antivirus solutions were missing cyberthreats that infected mobile 
laptops and in-house systems

• Impossible to ensure that mobile endpoints had the latest protection

• Increasing amounts of malware, trojans, viruses, ransomware, and 
bitcoin mining threats were consuming computer-processing resources

• Incidents would disrupt project work and they could not afford to  
be down

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes
• Layered protection: Malwarebytes uses multiple technology layers  

to address advanced threats that leverage different attack vectors  
and techniques.

• Powerful detection: Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection blocks 
malware, phishing emails, and access to malicious websites while 
finding threats that other antivirus solutions miss.

• Easy deployment: Malwarebytes’ deployment tools simplify the 
process so that the program can be rolled out quickly.

• Cloud console: Malwarebytes’ cloud console ensures that all systems 
not connected to the network have updated protection.
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Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection



Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against malicious 
threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less technologies to detect and 
stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem
• Stops a wide range of threats that other solutions miss

• Verifies that all systems have the latest protection even when not connected to the corporate network

• Avoids hours of user downtime and IT time spent remediating systems

• Wide visibility ensures that everyone is covered and greatly reduces the company’s attack surface

With Malwarebytes, I know our computers and mobile workforce are secure. Integrated remediation 
frees up a lot of time.

Angel Juarez,Network Administrator,  
CSI
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